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Figure 2: Cell descriptors, their symbol and biological context.

Adaptation processes were described by a continuous change of the last
six elements of Par over τ = 60 ln 2/µ (Figure 3). Data refer to E. coli
B/r [1] and were measured under balanced growth condition.
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Figure 3: Cell descriptors as functions of mean replication time τ . Data as red crosses, �t
in blue.

3.3 Growth rate as a function of cell state vector
Empiric relation between growth-limiting parameters (Figure 3) and
growth rate constant µ [8, 1].

µ2 =
60

[(nucl./prib.)(aa/pol.)/(1−ft)]0.5
(Ψsαpβpβrcscp)

0.5

A consistency check (µ(Par(µ)) = µ) showed good correlation
(R2 > 0.99 for 0.2 ≤ µ ≤ 2.0).

3.4 Transition rate constant
A transit compartment model was used for cell cycle simulations. To
determine the number of compartments Nc and transit rate µtran, we
solved variance σ2 = Nc/µ

2
tran and τ = Nc/µtran by substitution -

knowing the coe�cient of variation cv = σ/τ = 22% [5], with stan-
dard deviation σ.

Knowing the age distribution during balanced growth [2], we initial-
ized the pre-shi� state (Figure 4, (1)). Each compartment had an index i,
relative age ai, frequency Fi, cell numberNi and state Pi ∈ {B,C,D}.
�e post-shi� initialization (Figure 4, (2)) was derived from this distri-
bution (exact calculation not shown).
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Figure 4: Initial cell numbers in transit compartment model for pre- and post-shi� con-
dition. Here: Shi�-down.
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Figure 5: Age distribution during shi�-down (µ1 = 2 −→ µ2 = 1). Le�: Cell numbers for
each compartment over time, in red mean age of the population. Right: In red mean age
over time, in blue envelope �t.

�emean age a of the population showed damped oscillation with two
envelope functions f (t) = a + b exp (αt) (See �gure 5). Transition rate
constant α was de�ned as the mean of both �ts. Also α = µ2 gave a
good approximation [9].

4 Application
Tetracycline is a bacteriostatic antibiotic for most E. coli strains. It
blocks the aa-tRNA binding site (A-site) at the 30S subunit of ribosomes,
which leads to a halt during the elongation phase of translation. �is
results in a lower peptide chain elongation rate cp2, compared to pre-
shi� state cp1.

�e extent of this inhibition was measured in vitro [6] and described by
an inhibitoryEmaxmodel. C50 had to be corrected due to experimental
di�erences between [6] and [3].

cp2 = cp1 −
ImaxC

γ
drug

Cγ
50+C

γ
drug

With Imax = cp1∈ Par(µ1), C50 = 0.0005 mg / mL, γ = 1.42

Time-kill data were extracted from literature [3], µmax(= µ1), tlag and
N0 were taken from control experiment.
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Figure 6: Upper panel: Control experiment. Data in red, simulation in blue. Le�: Input
parameters µmax and tlag. Right: Time-kill curve. Note: Timespan 12 h.
Lower panel: Constant exposure 0.004 mg / mL. Data in red, simulation in blue. Note:
Timespan 24 h.

Predictions were in agreement with experimental data.

5 Summary
Flow of information and algorithm to generate time-kill curve data.
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1. Estimate µ1 from control experiment during balanced growth.
2. Compute corresponding cell state Par using Par(µ1).
3. Modify elements of Par according to Cdrug.
4. Compute corresponding growth rate µ2 using µ2(Par).
5. Compute transition rate constant α.
6. Solve dµ/dt and dN/dt.
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1 Objective
How can we include antimicrobial e�ects of drugs in bacterial
growth models accounting for di�erent mechanisms of action?

Rather than including antibiotic action only empirically on population
growth, we create a new layer of detail on the single cell level. �is
single cell level should simultaneously allow for the

a) mechanistic integration of antibiotic e�ects,

b) prediction of population growth.

Our approach is illustrated by simulating the evolution of population
counts over time (time-kill curve data) for constant tetracycline expo-
sure to E. coli.

2 Background
Bacterial cell cycle phases are de�ned by breakpoints at which either
chromosome replication or cell septation starts or �nishes (See �gure
1).
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Figure 1: Relative cell age a [0−1] and cell cycle periodsB,C andD during slow growth.
Points of origin for chromosome replication as red dots.

Problem: Multifork replication during fast growth
(Mean replication time τ < C in min.)!

Solution: Cell state vector Par must explicitly
include length of cell cycle periods: B,C,D

Additionally the biochemical composition andmacroscopic parameters
(e.g. cell size) of the reference cell changewith varying growth rates [4].

Fundamental observation [4, 7]: Nutrient limitation leads to adap-
tation processes. �e functional relationship between growth rate and
cell state is invertible. However, many di�erent nutrient media can lead
to the same growth rate. �is relation is not invertible.
We assumed, that bacteria adapt their cell state in the same way to cer-
tain antibiotics as they do to nutrient limitation.

A population ofN bacterial cells [CFU / mL], grows with rate constant
µ in [1 / h], assuming no environmental limitations.

In transition between the typical phases of a bacterial population (lag,
log, stationary and decay-phase) µ is not constant, but shi�ing:

µlag
shi�-up−−−−−→ µlog

shi�-down−−−−−−−→ µstationary
shi�-down−−−−−−−→ µdecay

If dµ/dt = 0, the so called intensive properties of the reference cell
(e.g. mass or ribosomes per cell) are constant, while the extensive ones
(e.g. population mass or cell number) grow exponentially. We call this
condition balanced growth.

3 Methodological approach
Antibiotic action modeled as a shi�-down and determination of post-
shi� growth rate constant µ2.

µ1
Par(µ1)−−−−−→ Par Emax−−−→ Par

µ2(Par)−−−−−→ µ2

Starting with µ1 for Cdrug = 0,Par(µ1) describesPar as a function of
µ1, whereas µ2(Par) returns the corresponding growth rate constant
µ2. An Emax model modi�es Par according to Cdrug. To describe
the change of µ over time t we introduced a transition rate constant α
[1 / h].

dµ/dt = α(µ2 − µ(t))

dN/dt = µ(t)N(t)

3.1 Cell state vector
�e values describing a reference cell with median age were summa-
rized in the cell state vector Par (Figure 2).

Par ={nucl./prib., aa/pol., ft, βr, cs, Ψs, αp, βp, cp, B, C , D}

3.2 Cell state vector as a function of growth rate
�e �rst four elements of Parwere constant for a wide range of growth
rates (0.2 < µ < 2.0).


